
Artist Profile – McArthur Binion  
 
b. 1946 Macon, MS; lives and works in Chicago, IL 
 
 Binion was born on a cotton farm in Mississippi, raised picking cotton starting at three 
years old until his family moved to Detroit in 1951. Binion attended Wayne State University 
where he received his BFA, and later attended Cranbrook Academy of Arts where he received 
his MFA. He became a professor at Columbia College in 1992 and continues to teach there as a 
professor of art. Binion started out interested in writing and reading, which plays an important 
part in how his works develop and the goals he has for viewers.  

Binion’s typical style involves monochrome grid works that are equal parts abstraction 
and autobiography. Binion created his own style with geometric shapes that he calls a 
“homemade geometry” and sometimes includes pieces of his history like a birth certificate or 
old phonebooks. Defined as a minimalist abstract painter, Binion believes that his work should 
not be representational, but still have a deeper meaning. His works discuss the black 
experience and his own personal history, while not being fully abstract. For example, Binion 
layers black and white grids over negatives of his ID and birth certificate, making it so the work 
is not completely abstract but adding an element that requires the viewer to come close to fully 
experience the work.  

By hand-drawing a grid over his personal papers, Binion is making it difficult to read 
every detail about his personal history, only letting the viewer know hints of it. Binion wants 
viewers to get close to his works and read them to find details and to understand that he is 
combining a personal idea; the papers, with an orderly, rational look; the grid. Binion not only 
wants to combine the personal and rational, but wants to emphasize the labor of creating a 
painting. He hand-draws the grid, an image that is supposed to be uniform, equal, and flawless, 
but because he is using only his hand and no other tools, the line work becomes flawed and 
imperfect.  

By adding the negatives to his works, Binion is creating a collage aspect that elevates his 
work from painting to mixed media. He typically does his work on wood or aluminum and uses 
a paint stick as opposed to brushes and paints, which allows him to move past oil paints as well 
as effectively learn how to be ambidextrous to avoid hand fatigue. Binion will work the entire 
surface of a painting in one sitting and later, a day or two later, will come back and rework the 
image until it is complete. Sometimes, if Binion has waited longer to come back to a piece, the 
paint becomes harder and more malleable, allowing him to transform the material with his 
hand, resulting in a pointillism style piece.  

An example of Binion’s work that includes some form of paper from his personal history 
is titled DNA: Black Painting V (1), although it is almost impossible to see the detail of the birth 
certificate standing far away, viewers are able to make out small details up close, detailed 
image (2). Another example of Binion’s work is titled MAB: 1947: N (3), and shows his use of a 
self portrait and his typical monochromatic style.  
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